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Abstract. This paper describes a specific perspective on developing case studies related to education in robotics. The proposed framework intends to support
students learning how to develop distributed software applications through
functionality composition. The multi-agent approach is used as a test bed for
case studies development. It tries to stress the role of the application development platform in creating rich simulations, giving students the possibility to express their goals with clarity, and creating suitable application architectures to
achieve their goals. The presented roadmap describes three “Technology to
Teach Technology” platforms that support distributed application development.
The last section of the paper gives the structure of a specific case study in mobile robotics, along with the Presage2 multi-agent platform.
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Introduction

Many companies are starting to develop specific software tools on a larger scale to
help their users to interact with real world problems and to better develop skills for
their new jobs facing a larger exposure to the Information Technology in different
industry sectors. Even at the European Commission level it is recognized that ICT
literacy should be encouraged and the education of tomorrow’s ICT professionals
should create that body of knowledge that supports creation and implementation of
specific solutions to meet customers' needs and realize business opportunities [1].
The “serious games” movement is oriented today towards more educational purposes, in which players are involved in real-time interactions. These interactions are
created in virtual worlds supporting decision making processes. Innov8 [2, 3] and
CityOne [4] are only two examples of educational games that help students evaluate
their business skills and the consequences of their decisions, also addressing complex
issues of the energy, water, banking and retail industries. Other examples of immersive educational simulation platforms, which are built as serious games, are Volvo Car
UK [5], a learning solution that teaches sales people on essential topics of legislation
adfa, p. 197, 2011.
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for automobile sales, or Darfur is Dying [6] which teaches people about the social and
economic situation in Darfur.
Besides these above mentioned names, there are many other examples of games
available on the market, and several types of creators and vendors are actively playing
in it. Among them there are traditional video games companies, serious games vendors, redoubtable software giants like IBM and Microsoft, or multimedia companies.
Using any of these solutions implies that users have a virtual interaction with software
applications or platforms that let them either entertain or solve problems, teach, investigate, and advertise in a supervised way, according to general pre-programmed game
rules.
However, this paper intends to express a different perspective on specific aspects
of this type of dedicated virtual worlds, both on academic perspective and personal
skills’ development. This perspective tries to stress the role of the application development platform, not only in creating rich simulations (see for example [7]) but also
in giving students the possibility to express their goals with clarity and to create suitable application architectures to achieve these goals.
In this respect, section 2 of the paper briefly describes three TTT-based platforms
(Technology to Teach Technology) to support case studies in robotics education. The
concept of self-organization in distributed software applications is further depicted in
section 2 along with Presage2, a programming platform dedicated to the design of
multi-agent systems, and a case study in robot soccer is formulated in section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Platforms and Education in Robotics

2.1

Robocode and Object Oriented Technology

Robocode is an open source programming game in which two or more agents (embodying real world mobile robots) compete in a battle-type task [8, 9]. The simulator
runs across all platforms supporting Java, being easily integrated with the Eclipse
development platform [10]. Robocode evolved lately as a robot programming platform where modern AI programming and machine learning techniques can be evaluated to further education in robotics, for example [11, 12, 13].
2.2

Microsoft Robotics Developers Studio and Service-Oriented Computing

Over the last decades, new styles of writing software applications have been proposed, advancing as distributed information processing and functionality integration
approaches. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is being used today not only for ecommerce or business applications, but also emerged as a powerful software architecture design approach in its form of Service Oriented Computing (SOC) addressing
more technologically based developments, like embedded applications [14, 15, 16].
The SOA development cycle requires specific approaches for developing serviceoriented solutions like Service-Oriented Modelling and Architecture (SOMA) [17],
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Service-Oriented System Engineering (SOSE) [18], and dedicated environments, like
SOMA-SE, the platform supporting the model-driven design of SOA solutions [19].
These specific research and development directions raised also a new evolution
perspective on the educational body of knowledge necessary to acquire these new IT
skills, which is different from traditional software development processes. As SOA
paradigm explicitly separates software engineering tasks from programming tasks, the
well trained service-oriented system engineers focus on reusable components, which
they utilize to solve real-world complex problems. Therefore, the educational goal has
to be shifted towards teaching students the overall application architecture and how to
compose large applications using existing functionalities (software services) [20].
In the mobile robotics domain, these skills can be exposed along with the Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS), a reference programming platform that
can be used as a basis for real mobile robots integration. MRDS was proposed as a
choice of expressing service-oriented computing (SOC) principles such as modularity
and reusability related to applying SOA to embedded systems development with direct application to mobile robot control architecture design [21].
2.3

Presage2 and self-organizing multi-agent systems

Considering the distributed nature of information processing in Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS), Agent Oriented Computing (AOC) is used today to implement complex distributed applications and distributed intelligent systems, facing aspects like coordination [22], self-organization [23], and functionality composition [24]. At the same
time, Agent Oriented Computing (AOC) and Service Oriented Computing (SOC) are
proposed to be used today from an integrated exploitation perspective in which they
contribute to distributed system design [25]. Agent Directed Simulation (ADS) [26]
integrates different forms of agent-related research, such as agent simulation (using of
simulation for agents) and agent-based simulation (using agents for simulation). Specifically, these research directions above described focus on improving distributed
system design, with a strong accent on the aggregation of software components and
their associated interactions in the model development. Software application functionalities are composed through interaction and they are embedded in the system model
design. In a natural way, the role of the platform is also emphasised along with these
new research developments, expressing emergent phenomena and interactive system
design [27].
Presage2 was proposed as a simulation platform for prototyping societies of agents
and developing Java-based animation and simulations of collective adaptive systems
[28]. However, its usefulness proved to extend towards more complex visions, as
common pool of resources management [29], along with new frameworks for resource allocation such as computational justice [30] following principles of sustainable institutions [29]. In Presage2, formal models of distributed information processing
systems expressed as agent societies can be operationalized through simulation, while
software components’ interaction is supported by means of a powerful rule-based
agent choreography mechanism.
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3

Designing Case Study Robotic Applications with Presage2

With Presage2, case studies approaching education in robotics can be further designed
to highlight specific educational principles to sustain the way future generations will
approach real-world problems. Fig. 1 presents a “virtual build and test” application
development scenario, through which students may learn to include into the agentbased model a whole range of representations of surrounding reality. The development can be further guided following well defined mobile robotic use cases expressing self-organizing, coordination, cooperation and negotiation aspects where behavioural assemblages emulate a certain group dynamics, like robotic foraging, robot
soccer and formation maintenance [31].

Fig. 1. Virtual build and test scenario in robot education tasks

Fig. 1 illustrates four main steps to follow when educational case studies in robotics are defined with Presage2 multi-agent programming platform:


(s1) Robotic task identification. A requirements document is created to define overall robotic system functionalities, as well as performance measure
for system validation through simulation, based on independent, local decisions and actions of the system’s components;
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(s2) Scenario definition. A use case model is created to comply with the robotic task objectives. The agent based simulation scenarios will be further
defined and the agent based simulation will be created in an environment that
allows validating different aspects of interaction between task participants;
(s3) Formal model design of the robotic task. The architecture of the agent
based model is defined, consisting of a set of agents, the environment in
which they operate, agents’ communication protocol, and the set of general
rules according to which they execute their actions;
(s4) Agent based operational modelling of the simulated robot assemblage
society. The agent based implementation model is executed in Presage2.

Fulfilling these steps leads to the creation of specific outputs in terms of models
and artefacts to be used later for action composition and task implementation on real
mobile robots. As a consequence, different design and development aspects can be
expressed, such as: a) coordination of various robotic systems; b) experimentation
within a simulated environment for coordinating the interactions of the different components of the multi robotics systems; c) modelling of the multi robotic system as a
system of systems through the formal model design of the robotic task expressing
coordination architectural styles; and d) developing a set of model architectures expressing distributed system design aspects, allowing students to observe global outcomes that are the consequence of agents’ interactions and adaptation to specific governance rules.
3.1

Formal model design of the robotic task using Presage2

This section formalizes a robot soccer task as a Presage2 multi-agent model, depicting
step (s3) in the previous section. Robot soccer is an example of a robot task described
as an artificial society in which societal rules can be analysed. Robots in a soccer
game exhibit active cooperation as well as non-active cooperation in pursuing their
tasks.
The set of mobile robots defined in the Presage2 multi-agent model consists on the
following players: goal-keeper, forward, outside-left, outside-right, and centre-half.
This section only depicts model creation for goal-keeper and forward players, while
all the other field players display the same behaviours, being different only on their
position on the playground. Table 1 defines the elementary behaviours and general
rules triggering these behaviours, which are sequenced to form a complete strategy;
each agent selects from a set of behavioural assemblages to complete the task [31].
Table 1. A Presage2 formal model of a robot soccer task
Agent
Goalkeeper

Behavioural
Assemblage
DEFEND

Governance rules (Drools)

Action

rule “Defend”
when Goal-keeper(detect_ball())
then
moveHalfDist();

Go to the half distance
between ball and the
middle of its team gate
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GO_TO_BALL

Forward

BEHIND_BALL

GO_TO_BALL

rule “Detect Ball”
when Goal-keeper (ball_close())
then
follow_ball();
Rule “Attack”
when Forward(find_ball())
then
goToGate();
rule “Follow Ball”
when Forward (ball_close())
then
follow_ball();

Activated when the ball
is close to the gate

Activated when agent is
close to the ball, positioned between the ball
and the opponent gate
Activated when the ball
is close to the gate

Fig. 2 presents the steps required for the execution of the agent-based simulation
model in Presage2.

Fig. 2. Execution of the agent-based simulation model in Presage2

Each agent executes different actions (behaviours) based on the specific governance rule that applies to him. Each one of the behaviours is triggered by an environmental condition being tested as a Drools rule. Once the condition is true, the agent
action is selected to be executed in a reactive manner. For example, in case of the
forward player, once the ball position has been determined, the agent executes an
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approach behaviour, which should drive it into a position to kick the ball forward or
even into the opponent's goal. To effectively implement actions, different methods
were proposed to be used, for example the potential field method [31]. In its associated area, each robot is subjected to attractive forces (generated by the ball or the goal)
and repulsive forces (generated by the opponent players).

4

Conclusions

This paper emphasises the role of the development platform in supporting teaching of
specific technology-related topics. The concept of “Technology to Teach Technology” is used to highlight specific characteristics of three development platforms that
support application building and testing of real world scenarios in virtual environments. A Robot Soccer task was described and its Presage2 model derived. The vision
described in the paper emphasises a possible academic perspective for education in
robotic engineering field that combines the SOC application development with a highlevel visual modelling approach assisted by animation and simulation tools.
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